2003 toyota camry le interior

The Camry is a comfortable, refined, and quiet sedan offering a pleasant driving experience.
Access is easy and controls are intuitive. Its comfort, room, and quietness suggest a larger,
more expensive car. The four-cylinder engine is particularly smooth and refined. Stability
control and side curtain airbags were optional on higher trim lines, making the Camry one of the
first family sedans to offer these safety features. In most cases, automotive warranties are
based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of
ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score
is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota Camry owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Alignment fixed it". After tire rotated or new tires installed it would take 1 or 2 times
by vender to get pulling to quit. Odd, stupid system". Got progressively worse. At one of the
periodic service visits, it was identified and fixed". When I picked up the car, they had replaced
whole system shocking me with cost". This involved 3 visits to the repair shop". It never
dripped on the floor, but just stayed damp at the site. Had it repaired and now it's starting again.
These items were spotted when I had my car at the dealer for it's regular service--a great thing
when you're a widower with no clue about auto related things! Not a safety issue. They needed
replacement due to mileage, not defects. This is the best car I have ever owned". I would say
this was just normal maintenance". Not a serious problem". Had to have them both replaced".
They needed replacing and the ride improved drastically when they were replaced". I have to
take my keys with me; I'm afraid I may get locked out of car. So afraid of getting locked out
when key is in there. It locks pretty quickly. Have had problems with struts shocks and had
them repaired more than once. Apparently last repair was done badly so I had to have it done
again, as right one was leaking really bad and the car was driving horribly. This mechanic said it
was shoddy work done with very cheap parts. At least two doors have lost their ability to stay
open completely. Had one repaired. One of the front springs had broken". I suggested it was
during manufacture. The dealer disagreed. We had to pay the repair cost". Dealer replaced?
Never has these parts fail in any car I've own, now two toyotas. Could be coincidence, but I
doubt it". We then took it to an outside mechanic for a second opinion as we had not
experienced any operating issues. Has been doing this from beginning. When I took the car to
get this fixed, I was informed that several parts, including both lower control arms, needed
replacing. I also replaced control arms. It was expensive but cheaper than new car". The
technicians corrected the problem completely with four new tires and new inner and outer tie
rods. The car could wander a bit while driving it". But, 1st time in 9 years for this repair".
Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Had to replace the catalytic
converter". It was at the point where the catalytic converter meets with the exhaust pipe".
Unfortunately, on this model the Catalytic converter is not a separate unit. It is connected to a
portion of the exhaust system. Therefore, in order to fix the exhaust system, I was forced to buy
a new Catalytic converter. There was nothing wrong with the Catalytic converter itself". Really
can't complain due to extensive mileage". Too expensive to fix a car this old". The dealership
had to replace the catalytic converter and both 02 sensor. A couple of gaskets also needed
replacement, possibly connected with the sensors or converter". Diagnostic review indicated
problem was with catalytic converter. I elected not to replace it due to expense. Sensors were
replaced with no positive effect. A technical bulletin was out on out car's converter. We
replaced it. The cat is the result of a larger problem with the oil burn, but I do not know how to
describe it in any greater detail with the option CR presented". There is no repair to be done, the
part must be replaced, which is very costly". Decreased fuel economy and increased emissions
presumed. Single-most expensive repair. When I had it checked I was told that I needed two
catalytic converters. The car had California emissions which required it to have two converters.
Told that it's a non-safety issue of Exhaust leak. Not fixing it". Took 25 minutes. It turns out the
exhaust system was rotted out and leaking. The O2 sensor was seized up in the pipe and could
not be removed. Everything from the manifold back had to be replaced. Internal
mus-manufacture that Toyota will not take responsibility for". The best we could do is use coat
hanger wire on the two hangers that had rusted off to get the shield as close to the original
position as possible". Replacement muffler after market about 3 years old literally blew apart.
Replaced under warranty had to pay for ancillary parts". The past two years replaced one strut,
engine gasket and oil pan gasket. After 15 years in New England winters I can't complain. It
drives like new. Looks new due to annual detailing. No engine or transmission problems. No
other unscheduled maintenance. After barely 3 years of normal use, the new muffler went kaput.
After serious research, I bought the top of the line, stainless steel Walker brand muffler. The
reason I chose this particular muffler was because, according to Walker, would last about 10

years, due to the high quality components and construction. This only means that I will have to
do it all over again in about 3 years, not 10, as stated by Walker So unnerving! Normally days
and or weeks at a time. Pipes failed at , miles". Replaced these parts. A replacement would have
been extremely expensive. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers,
rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. This happens most often when
it's raining". They did a damn good job. Just got it done. Replaced at local garage at reasonable
cost". They did not require replacement as they were able to be loosened". Complete removal
are lubrication required on all four brakes. Needed replacement". This was the 2nd set of brakes
on the car. However, I had , miles on the car when I needed brakes". The routine service was
precipitated because of slight vibration". Rear alignment also". I replaced both the front and
back brakes on a non-urgent basis. This was routine and only front brakes, nothing serious, no
safety issue. Needed brake "shoes" replaced? Mostly normal wear and tear". Brakes did not
wear out too early. Got it repaired. No problem. I expect things like that. The dealer recommends
the brakes be serviced every 2nd oil change. Costly to service, costly to replace". Replacement
of brake pads seems not to last long. The steering wheel and the car shutter. I have made these
replacements several times to no avail. Not bad enough to take it back to the mechanic". The
brakes work fine again. No other problems. Brake dust is what causes the squeaking". Garage
said it was because the installer didn't turn the drums". The factory version was made of metal
and rusted through because of Wisconsin winter salting of roads. We replaced it, same
problem. Then was told 02 oxygen sensor. That didn't work. Now we're told it's a separate line
that runs off the gas line to a fuel evaporator and very very expensive". My car failed the smog
test and is currently on waiver. Had to have the EGR I think that's the name replaced. Catalytic
converter was found to be the problem and was replaced. One or both , and possibly sensors
are giving me check engine, and sensor problems, will probably be replacing soon". It took
several times to figure out what was causing it. New gas cap installed, check engine light then
went off". I made the mistake of having the work done at the dealership". They said there was a
leak". Have replaced gas cap, light went off for a few weeks, then came back on". Replaced fuel
pump. Also radiator failed, but the questionaire did not cover the engine cooling system. We're
changed once and now come on intermittently". Garage makes adjustments and for a 3 to 4
week period afterward, the light stays off. Eventually the light comes back on". Before that no
problems with them. I haven't replaced them with genuine Toyota parts". Had it replaced twice".
I had it checked and it was the sensor. I have not replaced the sensor due to cost and was told it
would not affect my mileage much if any". No other indication of a problem". Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. The moulding
in the front passenger side does not hold in the carpet. The headliner came loose in the rear". I
had to repaint it". Had hood painted". The paint job is ruined. My opinion: whomever came up
with the clearcoat process instead of the old style paint jobs should be taken out to a field, and
executed in front of their families. In the meantime, the paint on my vintage Chevy Monte Carlo
is". The car runs well, just cosmetic issues". Additionally, the clear covers on the headlights
have to be polished every few months as they become dull and it reduces the effectiveness of
the lights". The Buick was beige colored and was traded in for the new Subaru Outback". This is
happening in only one spot, approximately 3 " square". They finally fixed it. Later bubbles on
the trunk, etc. I understand that some cars being transported from the factory ge". Seems to be
an issue with Toyota. This occurred with my father's Camry as well. At least the primer is
holding up. Can t go thru car washes as the paint come off in the wash. It sits out in So.
California sun daily. Problem not resolved unless repainted. It looks awful. Considering either
painting it or exchanging for newer model with modern features. I used to wax it every months,
so it had a little bit of protection. I have brought it to a couple body shops that have been told
that some of the older Camrys had a lot of problems with their body paint integrity. My hood
looks like it was attacked by an insane mountain lion with razor sharp claws! It has split and
then faded that much. And the paint if fading around the windows. But rust on the pillar by
drivers door is significant. I do remember a scratch there many years ago". This door was
replaced about 6 years ago and was suppose to be a new door. Actually, the whole car is pitted
with small rust spots". Covered it with spray on Rust repellent on advice of experienced
mechanic". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. I also had a switch replaced in the air conditioning system". Never had this type
of problem on any other vehicle I owned, Twice on this one". Mechanic diagnosed it as coming
from the intake manifold. A google search turned up a Service Bulletin about this problem with
'03 Camrys. Needs to have Intake manifold replaced. Car is out of warranty and we". The
dealership missed it completely, apparently, as it had just been in for routine oil and filter
change the day before". Labour is extra". Will wait on others". Eventually, I replaced a top
engine mount called a torque strut and it helped, but I need to replace the other 3 engine

mounts as apparently the rubber in the mounts gets hard as it ages and starts to crack or fails
to absorb shifts in the engine or transmission. Questionable dealer svc quality -- should have at
least inspected if not replaced since front was disassembled". Third time took it to a local repair
business for second opinion All is okay considering year and of miles on vehicle". The dealer
doesn't want to work hard enough to fix it or even determine the cause of the leak". Expected
for a high mileage car. Need a better design or engine orientation for better maintenance
access". Repair is very costly". Doesn't affect oil level on dip stick. The problem is fixed and the
cost of repair was very reasonable. Easily repaired. Working fine now. No more leaks. This was
the first leak experienced. It turned out that the rubber boot on the front passenger side axle
had melted from hot oil from the leaking valve covers. The leaking valve covers also burned the
boot on my passenger side tie rod so that needs to be replaced also. The funny thing is I never
noticed any oil leaks on the pavement and discovered all this by chance. The valve covers on
the v6 tend to leak especially in the rear which is at an angle and it's a big job as a lot of stuff
needs to be removed to get to the rear valve cover and replace the gasket. Moral of the story is
check the valve cover gaskets on the v6 as they age and replace as soon as you notice a leak or
you'll pay a lot more in the long run. It was taking forever, it seemed, to fill the tank. My
mechanic assessed it and found that the charcoal canister, which is part of the fuel recovery
system, needed replacement. This was a dollar fix! Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder
head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Other than that i have had
no other problems with the car. Without using the air conditioner, i get better gas mileage than
what the auto maker says it would get. Sometimes i will get 32 miles per gallon. Not bad for
being an old car". Started at about 70, miles and continually got worse. They had to be replaced.
Dealer said that some engines were built with different guides and never leak. I will continue to
drive it until it no longer functions". Wrong type of bolt at 3 cylinder. Cost more to fix than value
of car". Smokes a little when car is started up in the morning, then never again until the next
morning. Have not fixed the problem since my insurance won't pay for it until the engine check
light comes back on and the T". This cause oil to burn off when the car is running, causing
catalytic converter failure and blue smoke. Also destroyed starter trying to re-start a dead
engine. My bad. Except for the leak". My "check engine" light came on and I went to the dealer
the next day. It needed a new engine or I needed a new car. I bought a used engine with 40,
miles on it. Although it runs a little better than my old engine I still wish I'd gotten a new car
instead. My mistake. Anyway, it's disappointing that my year old 4-cylinder engine only made it
through , miles. I'd thought Toyotas did better than". When the engine starts after waiting for
some hours it blows out blue smoke first then runs ok after that. For k mile Camry this is
unacceptable". However, it smokes very very significantly on startup after setting overnight.
Even an oil additive to prevent this has not stopped the smoking. Once the engine runs briefly,
no more smoke. I expect a possible broken p". No driving problems at that point". When I took it
to the mechanic, he could smell it, too, and in about an hour diagnosed head gasket leak. The
replacement gasket had to be manufactured by a local metal worker of superior material, due to
the defective design of the standard part model. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Trunk started to pop open no
reason". It only took me several hours to complete". Ordered sensor. Installed the sensor. The
car only cycles outside air which brings in exhaust fumes and pollution". Unable to see any
gauges on dashboard except speedometer. I had both lights replaced. Not sure if this was
ultimately fixed". Indicator lights out. The passenger front door also can't be unlocked even
using a key. It has to be unlocked from the inside". Many trips to garage. Catalytic converter,
oxygen sensor, leaking hose, etc. Last visit I was told the vehicle has 2 catalytic converters. I've
given up and ignore the trouble light". Center one still OK". Only happened once". It will be
more expensive to fix than car is worth, so I'm going to buy a new car". Has not been serviced. I
believe it needs to be recharged". My name is Georgia Killewald , email: gtkillewald peoplepc.
AC stopped. The cost for an installed compressor was unbelievable. Not two weeks after,
another part of the AC went bad. Just for those two things I spent". Since it will cost too much
to repair, it's still broken". I believe it's the compressor but it could be one of the other
components. Diagnosed as bad JBE box. Was replace. Auto system no longer works". Had to
replace the rheostat. No cold air and a blinking light on the AC nob". Found out that it was a
faulty relay switch that caused the problem. Mechanic flushed system. This helped. Now vents
on one side have heat; the other side air coming out is cold". We no longer can use the auto
function when trying to heat our vehicle". Problem fixed so far by adding leak sealer to the
system". They changed the oil and sent me on my way. This is more the fault of that mechanic
shop. I understand my car is 14 years old and 1st mechanic kept telling me that. Second
mechanic looked at it differently: He said, this is a very good car, we need to do some repairs

and you can still get a lot more miles out of this very good car. The fault seems to be in that the
1st mechanic shop neg". Given age of car and amazing reliability, this was to be expected. I've
had Camrys for almost 30 years and I'm so pleased with this car. Door handle also broke off this
year first time with this issue so it looks ugly but keeps chugging. I just noticed the leak
recently and have not had it towed in for repair yet. If not careful, it sometimes tends to fall off.
Trunk lid seal leaks on driver side when going through automatic car wash. Not a big issue.
Water that leaks in, ends up in the plastic liquid holder inside trunk. Wipe up with paper towel to
prevent mold formation. I had one mechanic shop lube and oil it and they sent me on my way I
heard all the noises and then had trouble stopping, so I took it to a different mechanice. He's the
one I hired to do the work. The first mechanic did the following which I wrote about the other
day. Is telling me about time to replace it". Checked by service multiple times, wrote Toyota for
the issue but not resolved. Dealer no help! Squeaks and rattles: I was taking it to a garage for
regular maintenance and they never did the scheduled maintenance I didn't know It's 15 years
old! I want a new car, but can't justify it because the car runs beautifully I'm going to have it
repainted same color--silver. Interior is perfect Package tray is ripped Car doesn't fit up my
driveway it's an old house so it has to sit in the sun in So. California all the time. Not good for
paint. I often shade the windshield. And it doesn't make the noise all the time. Cruise control,
clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. This is the second alternator we had to replace in the Camry". Before they go
out, they don't give you any warning. The engine won't start out of a sudden--you have to jump
it. Then you start hearing clicking noise and the horn will go off randomly--until the battery is
replaced". First one, then a second a week later. All were then replaced". Have to wiggle
steering wheel to allow ignition to turn". Replaced with rebuilt". Needed roadside assistance
several times. Finally had to replace the started". Local mechanic found Starter issue, replaced
with OEM part which also failed". Solenoid was sticking. Not surprised or unhappy this problem
occurred. Left us stranded twice. Had to replace starter". They installed a rebuilt starter , and
the car has functioned well since then. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate,
hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible
top. But the switch on door does work. Service advised computer issue. Repair at Toyota Dealer
here in Montgomery Alabama is simply too expensive. Trading car in a few months. I call the
factory rep and they will not cover it even though the car only had about 65, miles on it". We
replaced with after-market belt". Otherwise seat back will not retract once extended". Repair
shop said they couldn't easily diagnose without taking the whole system apart, so we ended up
forcing it closed and taping it up. I used an independent mechanic I think this was or Then 2nd
mechanic got kicked out of his bldg and I had to find a 3rd independent mechanic to do my last
service There aren't options in upcoming questions to cover this. Had to access items in trunk
by lowering passenger seats". Then one day it corrected itself. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. It was replaced under
warranty and worked until the warranty expired and needed replacing again. The dealership
replaced it as though under warranty though, since it was so close to the expiration date. After a
few months, the CD player stopped working again,and we have just given up on having a
working CD player in this car". It broke just as the warrantee expired at 2 years, which the dealer
honored, and replaced free of charge, then it stopped working again 2 years later. About 6
months later, the new CD player had failed, and we have not had it replaced sinc". Suspect it
drains my battery because i have to replace it every 2 yearsunder warranty". It accepts cds but
cannot read them, so it spits it out. Started the year after the warranty on it expired. Lacks a
backlight". When turning radio on or off it sometimes turns itself back on or off". Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Previous to this the heater
had stopped working. We were told by repair shop that since there was no coolant in the
radiator, it could not register temperature increase and that this is also reason that heater
stopped working". Able to drive to service facility. Radiator and hoses lasted 16 years so I am
not unhappy with this problem. Replaced at a local repair shop but sensor failed within 1 month.
Went to another repair shop and had replaced. Works fine now". Told needed new water pump.
Observed and fixed by dealership service before a breakdown". The water pump needed to be
replaced. Also changed timing belt while replacing water pump. Runs fine now". Second time it
has been replaced -- replaced once already at miles". I needed to replace the water pump, so I
replaced the serpentine belt at the same time. Both front axles worn. Not surprising after K
miles". They apparently have failed and needed replacement. I replaced them, but have had not
a chance to determine if this solved the problem due to cold weather had no need for the AC".
The problem was traced to a failed relay. This is the only failure that has occurred with this
vehicle in its miles. Not bad! Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch

replacement. The new one is better, though. The old one was very sensitive and kind of
frustrating to use after a full stop. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. It
failed after a bit. New one put in". Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If
you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Toyota Camry Change Vehicle. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
available, standard from Side and head protection air bags available from , standard from ESC
available from , standard from Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking
available from , standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle.
Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines
Available. What Owners Say. Alignment "had to have front end aligned for the first time in ,iles"

Glenn B. This involved 3 visits to the repair shop" Robert M. Had to have them both replaced"
Peter A. They needed replacing and the ride improved drastically when they were replaced" Bob
R. WOW" Thomas M. We had to pay the repair cost" James C. The car could wander a bit while
driving it" Donald G. But, 1st time in 9 years for this repair" Neil B. Catalytic converter "Check
engine came on. It was at the point where the catalytic converter meets with the exhaust pipe"
Virginia V. There was nothing wrong with the Catalytic converter itself" Mary D. Really can't
complain due to extensive mileage" Steven B. A couple of gaskets also needed replacement,
possibly connected with the sensors or converter" Allen L. The cat is the result of a larger
problem with the oil burn, but I do not know how to describe it in any greater detail with the
option CR presented" Jonathan S. There is no repair to be done, the part must be replaced,
which is very costly" Sergio A. The best we could do is use coat hanger wire on the two
hangers that had rusted off to get the shield as close to the original position as possible"
Anonymous, OH Toyota Camry LE 2. This happens most often when it's raining" Judith B.
Replaced" Peter A. However, I had , miles on the car when I needed brakes" Stanley L. The
routine service was precipitated because of slight vibration" Alistair B. Now we're told it's a
separate line that runs off the gas line to a fuel evaporator and very very expensive"
Anonymous, OH Toyota Camry LE 2. One or both , and possibly sensors are giving me check
engine, and sensor problems, will probably be replacing soon" Anonymous, GA Toyota Camry
LE 2. New gas cap installed, check engine light then went off" Joanne D. I made the mistake of
having the work done at the dealership" Mary D. Have replaced gas cap, light went off for a few
weeks, then came back on" Peter H. Eventually the light comes back on" Michael B. I have not
replaced the sensor due to cost and was told it would not affect my mileage much if any"
Anonymous, OK Toyota Camry LE 3. The headliner came loose in the rear" Lisa C. I had to
repaint it" Lisa C. The car runs well, just cosmetic issues" Jamie C. Additionally, the clear
covers on the headlights have to be polished every few months as they become dull and it
reduces the effectiveness of the lights" Anonymous, UT Toyota Camry XLE 2. This is happening
in only one spot, approximately 3 " square" Ronan L. Accessory belts or pulleys "serpentine
belt had to be replaced as well as the belt tensioner" William C. Never had this type of problem
on any other vehicle I owned, Twice on this one" P C. Car is out of warranty and we" Timothy E.
The dealership missed it completely, apparently, as it had just been in for routine oil and filter
change the day before" Clyde P. Labour is extra" Neil B. Will wait on others" Donald T. Repair is
very costly" Sergio A. Cylinder head "There was a bad valve which leaked oil into the exhaust
pipe and ruining the catalytic converter. Have not fixed the problem since my insurance won't
pay for it until the engine check light comes back on and the T" Anonymous, AZ Toyota Camry
LE 2. Except for the leak" Anonymous, NJ Toyota Camry "My engine had been burning oil in
recent years and it started guzzling oil early this year. I'd thought Toyotas did better than" Jim
C. I expect a possible broken p" James H. It only took me several hours to complete" Jay D. It
has to be unlocked from the inside" Robert B. I believe it needs to be recharged" Scott D. Now
vents on one side have heat; the other side air coming out is cold" Anonymous, ME Toyota
Camry 2. The fault seems to be in that the 1st mechanic shop neg" L H. Then you start hearing
clicking noise and the horn will go off randomly--until the battery is replaced" Tze Y. Finally had
to replace the started" Joanna H. The" Robert M. Glass defects "Window fell off the traveler. We
replaced with after-market belt" Peter H. CD player "The CD player stopped functioning soon
after we bought this vehicle new. After a few months, the CD player stopped working again,and
we have just given up on having a working CD player in this car" Clyde P. About 6 months later,
the new CD player had failed, and we have not had it replaced sinc" Clyde P. Antifreeze leaks
"Related to water pump failure" Brian N. We were told by repair shop that since there was no
coolant in the radiator, it could not register temperature increase and that this is also reason
that heater stopped working" Anonymous, SC Toyota Camry XLE 2. Observed and fixed by
dealership service before a breakdown" Andrew H. Runs fine now" P C. Second time it has been
replaced -- replaced once already at miles" Brian N. CV joint "Joint started to fail, replace half
axle assemble" C T. Clutch replacement "I don't know how long clutches are supposed to last
but mine only lasted , miles before I replaced it. Hydraulics clutch master or slave cylinder
"Replaced once. New one put in" John S. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped

used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle
history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. Toggle navigation Parts. Keep it real. Keep it Toyota. Your
Nearest Online Dealers. Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance: Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew
Toyota. These genuine parts fit your Toyota Camry LE 2. Can't find what you're looking for? Try
searching here:. Shop Exterior Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured Parts and
Accessories.
1987 ford ranger 4x4 wiring diagram
airhorn sonata
2003 oldsmobile silhouette problems
Alloy Wheel Locks. Cargo Tote - Black. PT : Cargo Tote - Black. Body Kit. TRD Sway Bar.
Ashtray Kit. Take genuine care of your Toyota Camry 2. As a Toyota Camry owner, you know
you can depend on your Camry for many miles to come. Genuine Toyota Camry 2. Explore
Toyota Parts Online and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Toyota Camry parts and
accessories you need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you
with tires that match your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications,
features, equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based
upon information available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are
for mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we
are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

